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France: and was only very partially healed by the great social
Encyclicals of Pope Leo XIII in the eighteen-eighties.1
Because of the peculiar condition already described, the
Catholics had a majority in the National Assembly of 1871.
Their best policy was obviously to be moderate and to avoid
internal divisions and any irritation of moderate opinion. But
the new spirit of the Church militant made this impossible.
It was even urged that, with German troops still on French
soil, French soldiers be sent to help the papacy against the new-
Liberal kingdom of Italy. The Monarchist intransigence of
Chambord had its counterpart in the ecclesiastical intransi-
gence of the most ardent Ultramontanists.2
Secondly, the years 1870-1 saw the unification of France's
eastern neighbours into the two great nation States of Germany
and Italy. Until then these lands were split into some fifty—-
latterly a dozen—small states, each tending to raise its own
tariff barriers, cherish its own * State sovereignty', and keep
up its own separate army. The population, economic resources,
industrial potential and administration of this whole area of
central Europe had until 1870 been splintered up; and to
manipulate the balance of power between them had been easy
for a strong, centralized and organic state such as France. But
now there appeared on her flank two vigorous new kingdoms,
still flushed with victory and success3 each under a single
popular national government eager to harness its wealth, man-
power and unified administration in the cause of national in-
dependence and expansion. The centre of gravity of power
shifted eastwards—away from France and Britain; and old
generalizations about the position of France in Europe, her
security and defence, were no longer true. Principles of French
foreign policy which had been valid guides before 1870 were
out of date, nowr that she had been defeated decisively at the
very moment when these new Powers arose. Diplomacy in
western and central Europe had hinged upon a London-Paris
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M. Oakeshott: Social and Political Doctrines of Contemporary Europe (1939),
Section II; E. Lecanuet: op. cit., passim.
2	Cf. above, Chapter II. Lecanuet: op. cit., Chapters IV and V.

